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Perceptual representations of phonemes are flexible and adapt rapidly to accommodate idiosyncratic
articulation in the speech of a particular talker. This letter addresses whether such adjustments
remain stable over time and under exposure to other talkers. During exposure to a story, listeners
learned to interpret an ambiguous sound as �f� or �s�. Perceptual adjustments measured after 12 h
were as robust as those measured immediately after learning. Equivalent effects were found when
listeners heard speech from other talkers in the 12 h interval, and when they had the opportunity to
consolidate learning during sleep. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America.
�DOI: 10.1121/1.2178721�
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I. INTRODUCTION

When we listen to speech, we need to adjust our inter-
pretation of speech cues in response to talker-specific differ-
ences in articulation �Ladefoged, 1989; Ladefoged and
Broadbent, 1957�. The variability in the speech signal that is
introduced by talker idiosyncrasies continues to be problem-
atic for automatic speech recognizers, but is usually handled
with remarkable ease by the human perceptual system. By
comparing comprehension of novel and familiar talkers un-
der difficult listening conditions, Nygaard et al. �1994� and
Nygaard and Pisoni �1998� have shown that being familiar
with a talker’s voice can even aid comprehension once an
initial adjustment has been made.

There are likely to be various processes engaged in per-
ceptual adjustments made to a talker, driven by different
sources of talker variability, and operating at several levels,
such as the phonemic, lexical, and prosodic levels. A recent
study has shown one specific mechanism, which uses lexical
knowledge to resolve ambiguities that arise in the signal at
the sublexical level �Norris et al., 2003�. Exposure to an
ambiguous sound �?�, that was midway between �f� and �s�,
caused a shift of the �f�–�s� category boundary when �?� was
placed in contexts that were lexically consistent with its in-
terpretation as either �f� or �s�. Two groups of Dutch listeners
heard this ambiguous sound while performing a lexical deci-
sion task, either in contexts favoring �f� �e.g., olij?, where
olijf is a word, “olive,” but olijs is not�, or in contexts favor-
ing �s� �e.g., radij?, where radijs is a word, “radish,” but
radijf is not�. Listeners in the first group subsequently cat-
egorized more sounds on an �f�–�s� continuum as �f� than
listeners in the second group.

The studies by Nygaard et al. and Norris et al. suggest
that the perceptual system has access to previously acquired
information about a talker. The present study asks whether
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this kind of perceptual learning remains stable over a 12-h
period. This follows up on recent research using the Norris
et al. exposure-test paradigm that has shown a solid, and
under some conditions even increased, perceptual adjustment
effect 25 min after learning �Kraljic and Samuel, 2005�. A
second question was whether conditions that favor consoli-
dation of learning, such that there is little contact with other
talkers, as well as the opportunity for sleep, produce a more
robust effect than conditions where participants have normal
day-to-day interaction with other talkers, and no sleep. A
study in which participants were trained to understand syn-
thetic speech has found that, for this type of learning, there is
indeed a performance increase when the testing conditions
allow sleep over conditions without sleep �Fenn et al., 2003�.

To address these questions, an adapted version of the
Norris et al. �2003� paradigm was used for inducing a per-
ceptual adjustment. Listeners were first pretested on their
categorization of �f�–�s� sounds before having lexically bi-
ased exposure to an ambiguous fricative, in the context of
listening to a story. They were tested again on �f�–�s� catego-
rization immediately after exposure, and after a 12-h delay,
either over the course of one day, or with an intervening
night’s sleep.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Eighty-four native Dutch speakers with no self-reported
hearing disorders took part in exchange for a cash payment.
Twenty-four participated in pretests, and 60 participated in
the main experiment.

B. Materials and stimulus construction

Speech recordings were made in a sound-damped booth
�Sony ECM-MS957 microphone� in a single session and
digitized for further processing �Sony SMB-1 A/D converter;

44.1 kHz sampling rate; 16-bit quantization�. A female na-
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tive Dutch speaker produced 20 tokens each of the syllables
��f�, ��s�, and ��x� for test stimulus construction, and read
out two versions of a story �see below�.

1. †�f‡–†�s‡ continuum

One token each of �f� and �s� was selected from the
recorded syllables and excised at zero crossings at the onset
of frication �original durations: �s� 246 ms, �f� 234 ms; origi-
nal intensities: �s� 67.7 dB SPL, �f� 61.3 dB SPL�. The fri-
catives were cut to a duration of 231 ms, and equated in
root-mean-square intensity �62.4 dB SPL�. With these
sounds as endpoints, an 81-step continuum was made by
combining their waveforms in graded, equally spaced pro-
portions �effectively manipulating the spectrum; see Mc-
Queen, 1991�, where step 1 corresponded to a clear �f� and
step 81 to a clear �s�. The resulting fricatives were spliced
onto a vowel excised from one of the ��x� syllables �duration
111 ms; intensity 79.2 dB SPL�. The velar vocalic context
was used for all spliced sounds in the experiment in order to
avoid transitional cues for �f� or �s�.

The ��f�–��s� continuum was pretested with 24 Dutch
listeners in order to find a maximally ambiguous sound for
the exposure materials, and to select stimuli for the test
phases of the main experiment. First, 12 listeners categorized
ten sounds from the ambiguous range of the continuum �be-
tween steps 17 and 53; presented ten times each, in pseudo-
randomized order�. Using the same procedure, a further 12
listeners then categorized ten stimuli taken from a narrower
ambiguous range as determined by the first group’s re-
sponses �between steps 30 and 53�. From the second group’s
responses, steps on the continuum corresponding to 90, 70,
50, 30, and 10 percent of �f� responses were identified or
determined by interpolation. The resulting steps �25, 34, 43,
52, and 61� were used in the test phases of the main experi-
ment. The most ambiguous sound, step 43 ��?��, was also
used to create the materials for the exposure phase.

2. Story

The text of a Dutch translation of a story �de Saint-
Exupéry, 2001, Chap. 2� was edited such that it contained an
equal number of �f� and �s� sounds and neither of the sounds
�v� or �z�. After editing there were 644 words in total, con-
taining 78 �f� sounds and 78 �s� sounds. Two versions of the
story were recorded. In one version, every instance of �f� was
intentionally mispronounced as the voiceless velar fricative
�x� �e.g., alsof “as if” → �als"x��. In the second version ev-
ery �s� was pronounced as �x� �e.g., alsof → �alx"f��. The 78
critical velar fricatives in both versions were then excised at
zero crossings and replaced by a version of the ambiguous
fricative �?�. Since in natural speech the duration of segments
is conditioned by various contextual factors, there were three
tokens of �?� �all based on step 43�. These were made by
modifying the amplitude envelope to create two shorter
60-ms and 100-ms sounds �linearly ramped over a 10-ms
window at onset and offset�, and a long 160-ms sound
�ramped over 10 ms at onset and 40 ms at offset�. For any

given position, the most natural-sounding token out of these
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three was used. The final two versions of the story were
4.0 min long.

C. Design and procedure

All participants were given a pretest in which they cat-
egorized the five ��f�–��s� steps, followed by an exposure
phase where the task was simply to listen to one of the two
story versions. Immediately after exposure, there was a first
categorization post-test, and after a delay of 12 h, a second
post-test.

For 30 participants, the pretest started at 9 am, and post-
test–2 was at 9 pm on the same day �“day group”�. For a
further 30 subjects, the first session began at 9 pm, while
post-test–2 took place at 9 am the following morning �“night
group”�. In each of those groups, there were 15 listeners who
heard the �f�-biased version of the story during exposure �i.e.,
�?� replacing �f��, and 15 listeners who heard the �s�-biased
version.

Pretest, post-test-1, and post-test-2 all consisted of ten
randomizations of the same five ��f�–��s� steps. Stimuli were
presented at an interonset interval of 2600 ms. Listeners
were tested in groups of up to four, and instructed to press a
button labeled “F” when hearing an �f�-like sound, and a
button labeled “S” for an �s�-like sound.

III. RESULTS

For every test phase, listeners’ responses were converted
to a percentage of �f� categorizations per step. Data from
three participants �day group; �s�-biased exposure� were cor-
rupted due to a technical error, and discarded. All listeners in
the night groups confirmed having had at least 6 h of sleep
between the post-tests.

A. Stability of learning

An initial analysis of variance �ANOVA� with test �pre-
test, post-test-1, or post-test-2� and step �the five �f�–�s�
sounds� as within-subjects factors and lexical bias ��f�- or
�s�-biased exposure� as a between-subjects factor revealed a
significant interaction of test and lexical bias �F�2,110�
=3.68, p=0.028�. The interaction was examined by conduct-
ing ANOVAs with step and lexical bias as factors separately
for each test phase. While there was no significant difference
between the two exposure groups at pretest �F�1,55�=0.02,
p=0.893; see Fig. 1�a��, their respective categorization func-
tions were significantly different from each other immedi-
ately after the exposure phase �F�1,55�=5.76, p=0.020; see
Fig. 1�b��, and after a 12-h delay �F�1,55�=4.76, p=0.033;
see Fig. 1�c��. For a direct comparison of these perceptual
learning effects in post-tests 1 and 2, we conducted an
ANOVA with test �post-test-1 or post-test-2�, lexical bias,
and step as factors. Crucially, the interaction of test and lexi-
cal bias was not significant �F�1,55�=0.13, p=0.726�, sug-
gesting that perceptual learning was as robust after 12 h as it

was immediately after learning.
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B. Delay at night vs during the day

To test for a specific effect of sleep on post-test-2 per-
formance, a further ANOVA comprised the factors time of
exposure �9 am or 9 pm�, test �pretest or post-test-2�, lexical
bias, and step. An effect of sleep on perceptual learning
would be reflected in the interaction of time of exposure
� test� lexical bias, which was not significant, F�1,53�
=0.15, p=0.699. The test� lexical bias interaction was sig-
nificant, F�1,53�=4.20, p=0.045. We also tested for a poten-
tial effect of time of exposure on immediate learning by con-
ducting an equivalent ANOVA with the post-test-1 data.
Again, the three-way interaction of time of exposure� test
� lexical bias was not significant �F�1,53�=0.26, p=0.615�,
while the overall learning effect was significant �test
� lexical bias, F�1,53�=4.60, p=0.037�. Thus, although the
immediate learning effect was numerically stronger in the
night group than in the day group �see Fig. 1�, the difference
between groups was not significant. The effect, once estab-

FIG. 1. Percentages of �f� responses to each of the five �f�–�s� steps for
post-test-2. The top panels �A�, �B�, �C� show the mean performance collaps
the bottom panels �G�, �H�, �I� show the night groups.
lished, remained stable over the 12-h delay, both overnight
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and during the day, as shown by a lack of interaction of time
of exposure� test� lexical bias in an equivalent ANOVA
comparing post-tests 1 and 2 �F�1,53�=0.05, p=0.823�.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results show an immediate perceptual learning ef-
fect after hearing an ambiguous fricative sound �?� in lexi-
cally biased contexts for a few minutes. In contrast to previ-
ous studies using a lexical decision task on a list of words
and nonwords as the exposure phase �Eisner and McQueen,
2005; Kraljic and Samuel, 2005; Norris et al., 2003�, this
lexically guided learning effect was observed here when ex-
posure was listening to a short story and thus involved no
decision task. Listeners who heard the ambiguous sound
placed in words that favor its interpretation as an �f� labeled
more sounds on an �f�–�s� continuum as �f� than they did
before exposure to �?�, while listeners who heard the same
sound in �s�-biased contexts showed the reverse pattern. The

roups with �f�-biased and �s�-biased exposure at pretest, post-test-1, and
ross groups; the middle panels �D�, �E�, �F� show the day groups only; and
the g
ed ac
effect remained robust after a 12-h interval: No change in
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magnitude in either direction was observed �relative to the
immediate post-test�, both for the groups which had the op-
portunity for consolidation during sleep and received rela-
tively little speech input from other talkers, and the groups
which had no sleep and more contact with other talkers.

Fenn et al. �2003� showed that, for learning to under-
stand synthetic speech, there is a decrease in performance
during 12 h of waking but subsequent recovery during sleep.
The lack of such a pattern in the present data suggests that
the type of perceptual learning examined here is less suscep-
tible to decay. In contrast to learning about synthetic speech,
a perceptual adjustment to a talker idiosyncrasy is a very
fast-occurring process in which listeners already are highly
skilled, and of which they are therefore usually unaware. The
perceptual system in this case is not learning a novel skill as
such, but applying a subtle adjustment in the processing of a
particular phoneme contrast. For this kind of learning to be
helpful to the listener in benefiting subsequent recognition of
the exposure talker’s speech �Norris et al., 2003�, it ought to
occur rapidly and remain stable, regardless of whether the
listener is awake or asleep. Although learning to understand
synthetic speech better presumably taps into existing prelexi-
cal adjustment routines, it is likely to also involve learning at
other processing levels �e.g., the unusual prosody of the syn-
thetic “talker”�, all of which may be subject to unlearning
during waking. This type of learning also takes time and
effort �Greenspan et al., 1988�, and often requires explicit
feedback during training. It is therefore quite possible that a
more drastic distortion of the natural speech signal than the
manipulation in the present experiment �e.g., affecting more
than one phoneme contrast, or additional levels of process-
ing� will also be more liable to the process of unlearning and
recovery that Fenn et al. have demonstrated for synthetic
speech.

The picture that is emerging for lexically driven percep-
tual adjustments in response to talker idiosyncrasies is that
these remain very stable. Using a similar paradigm as the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 119, No. 4, April 2006
present study, Kraljic and Samuel �2005� have already shown
that learning effects are reliable after a 25-min interval, un-
less listeners are exposed to unambiguous tokens of the criti-
cal sound that come from the voice of the exposure talker.
Together with these results, the evidence at present suggests
that, once the perceptual system has adjusted to a given
talker, it does not return to its original state through either the
effects of speech input from other talkers or the mere passage
of time.
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